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Abstract

Using a laboratory experiment, we examine whether voluntary monetary sanctions

induce subjects to coordinate more efficiently in a repeated minimum effort coor-

dination game. While most groups first experience inefficient coordination in a

baseline treatment, the efficiency increases substantially once ex post sanctioning

opportunities are introduced, that is, when one can assign costly punishment points

to other group members in order to reduce their payoffs. We compare the effect of

this voluntary punishment possibility with the effect of ex post costless communica-

tion: in contrast to the punishment treatment, the latter only temporarily increases

efficiency and fails to do so permanently. This suggests that decentralized sanctions

can play an important role as a coordination device in Pareto-ranked coordination

settings, such as teamwork in firms and other organizational contexts.
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Abstrakt

S pomocí laboratorního experimentu zkoumáme, zda dobrovolné finanční sankce

přimějí účastníky k efektivnější koordinaci v opakující se koordinační hře „mini-

mum effort game”. Zatímco většina skupin nejprve prochází neefektivní koordinací

v základní fázi („baseline treatment”), následné zavedení možnosti ex post sankcí

(tj. možnosti přidělit ostatním členům skupiny body, a tím snížit jak jejich, tak

částečně i vlastní výdělek) podstatně zvyšuje efektivitu koordinace. Pro porovnání

ukazujeme, že nezávazná ex post komunikace, kdy přidělení bodů nemá finanční

důsledky, zvyšuje efektivitu pouze dočasně. Naše poznatky naznačují, že decen-

tralizované finanční sankce mohou být významným koordinačním mechanismem v

oblastech vyznačujících se „Pareto-ranked” strukturou, jako je týmová práce ve fir-

mách a jiných organizačních schematech.
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1 Introduction

Coordination issues arise routinely in economic circumstances. In microeconomics,

the ubiquity of coordination problems within firms, organizations and even industrial

branches has been widely acknowledged (e.g., Becker and Murphy, 1992). One

prominent game theoretic description of coordination issues is given by the minimum

effort game, also known as the weakest-link game: a group member’s payoff depends

on her own effort (i.e., action) as well as the minimum effort of the group. The

higher the minimum effort, the higher is every member’s payoff. In contrast to

social-dilemma games (e.g., public goods games), any common effort level chosen by

all group members is an equilibrium, so it is in no one’s interest to deviate upward or

downward from the common effort. Hence choosing the most efficient (i.e., payoff-

dominant) equilibrium is a problem of coordination rather than one of cooperation.

Many economic and organizational contexts feature situations where agents (e.g.,

group or team members) must coordinate on a common action with the group’s

success depending on the least favorable action of a team member. Among canonical

examples are teams of assembly-line workers whose overall productivity depends on

the least productive member, teams of construction workers whose ability to proceed

to the next construction step hinges on every member having completed a task, law

firm cases that are only as sound as their weakest part, and even collaboration on

scientific projects. Camerer and Knez (1994) have underlined ways weakest-link

coordination games can account for within-firm interactions.

Numerous experimental studies have been carried out to determine whether agents

are able to collectively coordinate on efficient outcomes. For minimum effort games

in particular, ample evidence from various contexts has documented a widespread

failure to coordinate on the most efficient, or at least a highly efficient outcome on

a long-term basis, starting with the seminal work of Van Huyck, Battalio, and Beil

(1990). Various efficiency-enhancing features have been tested experimentally and

several of those were found to partly achieve this goal. Among these are smaller

groups (Van Huyck, Battalio, and Beil, 1990); higher incentives in the form of ex-

ogenous bonuses (Brandts and Cooper, 2007) or lower effort costs (Goeree and Holt,

2005); more refined action space (Van Huyck, Battalio, and Rankin, 2007); commu-

nication opportunities including pre-play cheap talk (Blume and Ortmann, 2007);
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ex post disapproval messages (Dugar, 2010) or centralized communication by a team

leader (Brandts and Cooper, 2007); and more homogeneous socio-demographic group

composition (Engelmann and Normann, 2010). Except in these very specific set-

tings, there appears to be a gradual and pronounced failure to coordinate on the

payoff-maximizing equilibrium, even when the stage game is repeated with the same

subjects.

We turn to an alternative efficiency-enhancing device, namely voluntary monetary

sanctions inflicted on group members who deviate from efficient coordination. Such

a mechanism has been established as a powerful force to foster cooperation in public

goods games (e.g., Fehr and Gaechter, 2000), suggesting that decentralized, infor-

mal sanctions might explain successful cooperation in the field (Ostrom, Walker,

and Gardner, 1992). We hypothesize that a similar mechanism may be at work in

coordination contexts. For instance, in team projects similar to the examples above,

workers may have many opportunities to retaliate against low-effort individuals by

not sharing strategic information, refusing future cooperation, and so forth. The

sociological literature has long put forth that conventions and norms are often, if

not always, enforced by individuals, most of the time in an informal, decentralized,

and voluntary manner (Horwitz, 1990). The possibility of sanctions could thus have

a strong effect on coordination dynamics as well as efficiency, potentially explaining

high levels of efficient coordination in specific real-world settings.

To examine this hypothesis, we set up an experiment of the minimum effort game

based on the work of Van Huyck, Battalio, and Beil (1990). At the beginning of

each round, subjects in groups of eight choose an integer effort level between 1 and

7. Then subjects receive anonymous feedback on the effort choices of their fellow

group members, and, depending on the treatment, can assign points to them. In the

Disapproval treatment, these points simply act as a communication device signal-

ing disapproval, with no monetary consequence, as tested by Dugar (2010). In the

Punishment treatment, assigning the points imposes a fine on the punished group

member, but also comes at a fee to the punisher, with the fine being twice as large

as the fee. As in Masclet, Noussair, Tucker, and Villeval (2003), comparing the

punishment and disapproval treatments allows us to disentangle what part of the

punishment effect is due to implicit ex post communication, e.g., expression of disap-
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proval, and what is due to the monetary consequences of punishment per se. Even

though intuitively appealing, it is not straightforward that subjects will use pun-

ishment in a coordination game. In contrast to a cooperation game, the individual

motivation for punishment is less clear in coordination games where choosing low

efforts penalize oneself to a certain extent. This makes it difficult to interpret such

choices on the basis of purely selfish or malevolent intentions. Hence reciprocity,

which has been found to be a powerful driver of such behavior (Falk, Fehr, and

Fischbacher, 2008), does not necessarily lead to punishing behavior in such con-

texts. Whether punishment opportunities will be used in this context and whether

they increase efficiency – in particular compared to mere disapproval communication

opportunities – is the empirical question we aim to shed light on.

To provide an even stronger test, subjects in all treatments first complete eight

rounds of play in the baseline minimum effort design without punishment, likely

creating a history of low efficiency to be overcome in the next eight rounds with

disapproval or punishment opportunities. A similar setup with an initial baseline

phase has been used, for instance, by Brandts and Cooper (2006) to study the ef-

fect of ex ante communication; Romero (forthcoming) to examine variation in effort

cost; and Fatas, Neugebauer, and Perote (2006) to assess the magnitude of a pure

‘restart’ effect between two successive identical baseline stages. Based on these stud-

ies, we expect to find strong path-dependence and, at best, a mild positive restart

effect, hence facilitating a strong test of the viability of ex post monetary punish-

ment and cheap-talk disapproval as coordination devices. This initial baseline stage

distinguishes our Disapproval treatment from an otherwise similar disapproval treat-

ment conducted in Dugar (2010). The purpose of our two-stage design is to assess

more explicitly the efficiency-enhancing strength of punishment and disapproval by

submitting the coordination devices to more adverse conditions.1

Our results show that, even after a history of coordination on inefficient equilibria,

the possibility to punish others in the minimum effort game brings groups to (or very

close to) Pareto-optimality in about a third of cases and considerably improves effi-

ciency in another third of cases, even without much punishment being implemented.
1One may also interpret this as an investigation into whether, in a team exhibiting coordination

failures, organizational changes that render punishment and disapproval possible have any positive
effect, for instance a change in the availability of information regarding other team members’ effort.
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By contrast, only temporary efficiency improvements are observed in the payoff-

neutral disapproval treatment, and only a very limited restart effect takes place in

a baseline treatment without any communication or sanctioning device. This sug-

gests that punishment provides a powerful coordination device, similar to its effect

in public goods games, and superior to the effect of an ex post communication device

alone.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents

the experimental design and procedures. Results are described in section 3, and

discussed with some concluding remarks in the last section.

2 Experiment

The participants played 16 rounds of the minimum effort game, split into two

stages of eight rounds each. At the beginning of the experiment, we handed out the

instructions for the first stage and announced that there would be a second stage of

unspecified nature (experimental instructions are available in the on-line Additional

Material). Subjects also knew that only one of the two stages would be chosen at

random to be paid.

In Stage 1, all the treatments featured a baseline design closely resembling the

seminal one of Van Huyck et al. (1990). Groups consisting of eight players were

formed randomly prior to the first round and remained the same for the entire

experiment, this matching scheme being made known to the subjects. In each round,

players simultaneously chose an integer effort level between 1 and 7. Each player’s

payoff depended on her effort choice and the lowest effort choice in her group. In

particular, let N = {1, 2, 3, ..., 8} be the group of players and E = {1, 2, .., 7} be the

set of effort levels, each player choosing effort ei ∈ E. With s = (ei)i∈N being the

strategy profile of all players in the group, the payoff (in euros) of player i in a given

round is

πi(ei) = 0.4×min
j∈N

(ej)− 0.2ei + 1.2 (1)

Table 1 shows the corresponding payoff matrix. This payoff matrix with seven

Pareto-ranked equilibria along the main diagonal was used with minor modifications
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by Van Huyck et al. (1990), Blume and Ortmann (2010), Dugar (2010) and many

others.

minimum effort choice in the group

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 2.60 2.20 1.80 1.40 1.00 0.60 0.20

6 2.40 2.00 1.60 1.20 0.80 0.40

own 5 2.20 1.80 1.40 1.00 0.60

choice 4 2.00 1.60 1.20 0.80

3 1.80 1.40 1.00

2 1.60 1.20

1 1.40

Table 1: Payoff matrix of the minimum effort game (in euros)

After all group members had made their effort choices, the feedback screen dis-

played the player’s effort choice and payoff for the current round and her cumulative

payoff for Stage 1. The same screen showed a table with the current effort choices

and payoffs of fellow group members, ordered from the lowest to the highest ef-

fort. This feedback format closely resembles that used by Engelmann and Normann

(2010) and Dugar (2010), and it constitutes the required feedback format applied in

the subsequent Stage 2. for the subsequent Stage 2. A player’s total payoff for Stage

1 consisted of the sum of her round payoffs plus an initial endowment of 4 euros.

After Stage 1, subjects received the instructions for Stage 2 in which the design

differed across treatments. In the Baseline treatment, Stage 2 was identical to Stage

1. In the Punishment treatment, after receiving the feedback on effort choices and

payoffs, subjects could (but were not required to) assign punishment points to fellow

group members. Each point inflicted a cost of 10 cents on the punisher and 20 cents

on the punished subject. After all players had assigned points, the feedback screen

showed the sum and costs of points assigned by and to the subject in the current

round, her resulting payoff for the current round, and her cumulative payoff for Stage

2. Since effort choices and payoffs of fellow group members were ordered from the
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lowest to the highest effort in each round and hence players’ identity was concealed,

“retaliation” or punishment of past effort choices was not possible. We chose this

form of post-punishment feedback to parallel the one used in public goods games

with punishment (e.g., Fehr and Gaechter, 2000, and Anderson and Putterman,

2006).

Punishment was limited by the punishing player’s own cumulative payoff up to the

previous round. In order to give players the opportunity to punish in the very first

round of Stage 2 independently of their earnings in that round, subjects received an

initial endowment of 4 euros. The endowment meant that a player with an effort

choice of 7 facing seven other group members choosing effort level 1 was able to

almost equalize the profit of all members in the first round (i.e., by assigning 6 points

to each fellow group member). This ensures comparability between rounds and limits

the effect of past earnings on punishment decisions. For reasons of symmetry, the 4

euro endowment was granted in both stages of all treatments.

The simultaneous choice of punishment points in any given round generates a

second order public goods game where players may free-ride on others carrying out

punishment. This problem is magnified by the fact that punishment points could

only reduce other members’ game payoff from the current round to zero at most, so

some of the assigned points may be “wasted” in case they were to reduce her game

payoff to below zero. While subjects of course did not know ex ante how many

points other members would assign, the full cost of assigning points had to be born

ex post. This results in a round payoff for player i of

π(s)P unish = max

0; 0.4 min
j∈N
{ej} − 0.2ei + 1.20− 0.2

∑
j∈N

Pji

− 0.1
∑
j∈N

Pij (2)

where Pij denotes the punishment points that player i assigns to player j.

To compare the effect of monetary and non-monetary sanctions, we ran a third

treatment called Disapproval. The procedure in this treatment was as similar as

possible to the one in Punishment, with the important difference that disapproval

points did not inflict monetary costs on either the disapproving or the disapproved

group member. The points were merely a means of communicating one’s opinion
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about others’ behavior. After receiving the feedback on effort choices and pay-

offs, a player could assign between zero and six points (only integer) to each other

group member, with six points expressing the maximum disapproval. Thereafter, the

displayed information matches the post-punishment feedback provided in the Pun-

ishment treatment. This differs slightly from the disapproval treatment in Dugar

(2010) where subjects could in addition observe the sum of points assigned to their

fellow group members. Other differences vis-a-vis Dugar’s design are the number of

group members and the number of rounds per stage - in both cases 8 in ours and 10

in Dugar’s. Judged from the literature surveys of Devetag and Ortmann (2007) and

Engelmann and Normann (2010), minor variation in these design features appears

to have little or no (consistent) effect on coordination outcomes.

A likely more important design difference is the absence of Stage 1 in Dugar’s

experiment. There are at least two reasons for including the initial baseline Stage 1

in all our treatments. First, we wished to examine the effect of our treatment ma-

nipulation after a history of inefficient effort choices (anticipated on the basis of the

findings of previous studies with similar design features), which arguably allows us

to draw stronger conclusions regarding the hypothesized positive effect of monetary

and non-monetary sanctions. The second reason for including Stage 1 is that it per-

mits a difference-in-differences comparison of behavior across treatments. In other

words, in addition to the standard contemporaneous across-treatment comparison

of behavior in Stage 2, we are able to compare treatments in terms of between-stage

changes in behavior, thereby accounting for across-treatment differences in groups’

and individuals’ initial propensity to coordinate efficiently.

Eight lab sessions of 32 subjects were run for a total of 256 subjects composing

eight groups (2 sessions) for Baseline, 12 groups (3 sessions) for Disapproval, and

12 groups (3 sessions) for Punishment.2 The experiment was programmed and con-

ducted in Z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and lasted on average 80 minutes. Including a

2.50 euro show-up fee, the average earnings in the experiment were 18.18 euros (at

that time around 24 USD), ranging between 7.10 and 27.30 euros. Participants were
2Another session was run with the baseline condition (32 subjects, 4 groups), but due to a

technical problem the second stage of the experiment could not be run. The results of this session
are not reported here, but are very similar to what is observed in the first stage of the experiment
in all treatments.
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paid privately in cash, according to their performance. They were recruited among

students of various disciplines at the local university using the ORSEE software

(Greiner, 2004). In each session, gender composition was approximately balanced

and each subject took part only in one session. In order to verify the subjects had

understood the instructions, subjects were asked to answer several control questions.

After all subjects had answered the questions correctly, the experiment started.

3 Results

We present the results along three main dimensions: the effect of Punishment,

Disapproval and Baseline treatments, punishing and disapproving behavior, and

the welfare effect of the treatments.

3.1 Coordination and efficiency

For each treatment, Figure 1 shows the evolution of average effort, and Figure

2 displays the evolution of average minimum effort (i.e., the average of groups’

minimum effort). In Stage 1, both figures suggest little or no across-treatment

differences. In all treatments, the average effort is initially around 5 and gradually

falls to 2. Average minimum effort starts off at about 2 and does not diverge much

from that level throughout the stage. At the end of the stage, the average effort

is only marginally above the average minimum effort, which implies a low within-

group variance. Figure 3 presents a more disaggregate look at effort choices. In

all treatments, the highest effort level is initially the most frequent choice and the

lowest effort level is chosen by less than a tenth of subjects. Throughout Stage

1, effort-choice distributions in Baseline and Disapproval gradually polarize towards

the highest and especially the lowest effort level, the latter eventually comprising over

three-quarters of choices in both treatments. In general, the patterns of individual

and group behavior observed in Stage 1 qualitatively match typical findings in the

literature: First, effort levels decrease over rounds, and second, following an initial

period of miscoordination, groups tend to coordinate on low-efficiency equilibria,

mostly the least efficient one.

Turning to Stage 2, Figure 1 shows that the average effort jumps upwards to 4.5

in Punishment and to 5.0 in Disapproval in the restart round 9, almost reaching
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Figure 1: Average effort per round and treatment

the initial round 1 levels. Subsequently, the Punishment effort falls slowly over

time to reach 3.9 in the final round 16, whereas the Disapproval effort falls much

faster from round 11 onwards to eventually reach 2.6. These dynamics can be

compared with the pure restart effect in Baseline where the average effort jumps

up much less in round 9 and then almost immediately falls back to the lowest level

of 2.1 reached at the end of Stage 1. These results also hold for average minimum

effort. For Baseline, Figure 2 indicates a small positive restart effect for average

minimum effort that remains at 2.1 throughout Stage 2, except for a slight drop in

the final round. In Punishment, minimum effort rises markedly to eventually reach

3.7, whereas in Disapproval minimum effort increases only mildly for several rounds,

thereafter remaining around 2.6.

At the end of Stage 2, average efforts are just above the respective average min-

imum efforts in all treatments, implying that groups mostly manage to coordinate

on particular equilibria. Thus Figure 3 conveniently portrays not only aggregate

effort-choice distributions but also approximately the percentage of groups coordi-

nating on particular equilibria in the final rounds of each stage. The effort-choice

distributions in Figure 3 broadly confirm the finding that the attained equilibria

overall involve more efficient effort levels in Punishment compared to Disapproval

and especially to Baseline. In particular, there is a much stronger efficiency gain in
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Figure 2: Average minimum effort in groups per round and treatment

Punishment where the percentage of subjects choosing the two highest effort levels

rises from 2 to 36 percent between the last two rounds of each stage, while the per-

centage choosing the two lowest effort levels falls from 70 to 33 percent (compared

with a decrease from 80 to 72 percent in Disapproval).

Figure 3: Distribution of effort choices per round and treatment

These patterns are confirmed by statistical tests. We first compare effort choices

by the Mann-Whitney U test applied to average efforts at the group level.3 In

Stage 1, the across-treatment differences were not significant either overall or in

individual rounds, reflecting the identical design setup across treatments. In Stage 2,

groups’ average efforts were significantly higher in Punishment compared to Baseline

both overall (p < 0.05) and in the first six rounds (p < 0.05 in rounds 10-12 and
3Depending on the type of comparison, groups’ average efforts in a given treatment are calculated

for each stage or each round. In round 1, we apply the test directly to effort choices since these are
independent unlike in subsequent rounds.
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14; p < 0.10 otherwise), and also significantly higher in Disapproval compared to

Baseline both overall (p < 0.05) and in the first five rounds (p < 0.05 in round 10;

p < 0.10 otherwise). The differences between Punishment and Disapproval, though

substantial, were not statistically significant. Parametric tests provide a similar

degree of support for the across-treatment differences: Wald tests from ordered

probit estimation indicate that effort does not significantly differ across treatments in

Stage 1 overall, nor in each round.4 As an exception, effort in round 1 is significantly

higher in Disapproval compared to both Punishment and Baseline (p < 0.10). In

Stage 2, effort is higher in Punishment compared to Baseline both overall (p < 0.10)

and in the first five rounds (p < 0.05 in round 10; p < 0.10 otherwise). Effort is also

higher in Disapproval compared to Baseline in the first three rounds (p < 0.01 in

round 10; p < 0.05 otherwise). Finally, turning to minimum effort instead of average

effort, groups’ minimum efforts do not significantly differ across treatments in Stage

1 either overall or in individual rounds, according to both the Mann-Whitney U

test and the Wald test.5 Confirming the observation in Figure 2, the effect of

punishment opportunities is most pronounced towards the end of Stage 2. For both

tests, minimum effort is significantly higher in Punishment compared to Baseline in

the final round 16 (p < 0.10).

In sum, Stage 2 generates across-treatment efficiency differences in the posited

direction. From about the same aggregate starting point at the end of Stage 1, the

efficiency gains in Stage 2 are initially slightly larger in Disapproval than in Punish-

ment – perhaps reflecting subjects’ initial hopes of the effectiveness of the cheap-talk

communication device – but these hopes fade rather quickly and the efficiency gains

are eventually considerably larger in Punishment than in Disapproval. Except for a

small positive restart effect, Stage 2 brings about no efficiency gains in Baseline.
4We regress effort choices on treatment dummies interacted with a stage dummy or round dum-

mies (for across-treatment comparison at the stage level or the round level, respectively). The
estimations are based on a panel of 256 subjects with 16 rounds of effort choices each. We use
the cluster-robust estimator of variance allowing for intra-group correlation of effort choices. The
number of clusters (i.e., groups) seems sufficient given the perfectly balanced cluster sizes (e.g.,
Kťezdi (2004); Rogers (1993)). The results are unaffected if including a second level of clustering at
the subject level, or instead including group and individual-level random effects. Wald tests from
ordered logit models and t-tests from linear probability models yield very similar results in terms
of significance levels, as do separate estimations for round 1 performed without group clustering
(since effort choices are independent).

5We regress groups’ minimum efforts on treatment dummies interacted with a stage dummy or
round dummies. The estimations are based on a panel of 32 groups with 16 rounds of minimum
efforts each. As above, we use the cluster-robust estimator of variance allowing for intra-group
correlation of observations. The results are unaffected if one includes instead group-level random
effects. Other estimation details are identical to the estimation for effort choices.
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In order to test the robustness of these effects, we next compare between-stage

changes in behavior across treatments. The results are provided in Table 2. The first

row (i.e., block of results) displays effort changes and their statistical significance

between Stages 1 and 2, both overall and for each round-pairs (i.e., rounds 1 and 9,

2 and 10, etc.). From the same effort level of about 3 in Stage 1, the average effort in

Stage 2 increases by 0.95 (30 percent) in Punishment and 0.38 (12 percent) in Disap-

proval, whereas it decreases by 0.66 (22 percent) in Baseline. The overall efficiency

gain in Punishment as well as the overall efficiency loss in Baseline are significant

by both the ordered probit Wald test described above and the Wilcoxon signed-rank

test applied to groups’ average efforts. Punishment features an initial average-effort

decrease in the first round-pair followed by increases that become larger over time.

The effort increases in the last five round-pairs are significant. A pattern of initial

average-effort decreases followed by increases also occurs in Disapproval, but the

increases fade after the fifth round-pair and subsequently remain much smaller than

in Punishment. Moreover, changes are not significant in any round-pair. Baseline

generally features average-effort decreases of declining magnitude (except for a small

increase in the last round-pair) which are significant in the first three round-pairs

and in the fifth and sixth round-pairs.

The overall picture is one of rising efficiency gains in Punishment which increas-

ingly outweigh those in Disapproval, and of efficiency losses in Baseline. The Wald

tests for treatment effect presented in the first block of Table 2 show that the positive

treatment effect between Punishment and Baseline is significant both overall (see

column titled “Stage 1-2”) and in each round-pair, while the positive treatment effect

between Disapproval and Baseline is significant overall and in the first three round-

pairs. Last, the positive treatment effect between Punishment and Disapproval is

weakly significant in the last two round-pairs.6

These conclusions remain largely true when focusing instead on the average minimum-

effort changes (block 2), on the the fraction of groups with an average effort increase
6We regress within-subject effort-choice changes on treatment dummies, and their interaction

with round-pair dummies whenever performing separate tests for each round-pair. The estimations
are based on a panel of 256 subjects with eight effort-choice changes each (i.e., changes between
rounds 1 and 9, 2 and 10, etc.). As above, we use the cluster-robust estimator of variance allowing
for intra-group correlation of observations. Other estimation details are identical to the estimation
for effort choices.
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Treatment Stage 1-2 Round 1-9 Round 2-10 Round 3-11 Round 4-12 Round 5-13 Round 6-14 Round 7-15 Round 8-16

Punishment 0.95 ww,ss -0.44 0.04 0.45 1.09 ww,s 1.28 www,s 1.51 www,s 1.72 www,ss 1.95 www,ss

Average bbb bb bbb bb bb bbb bbb bbb,d bbb,d

effort Disapproval 0.38 -0.27 0.10 0.69 0.75 0.34 0.42 0.47 0.50

change bb bbb bbb bb

Baseline -0.66 ww,ss -1.67 www,ss -1.69 www,ss -0.70 w,ss -0.41 -0.33 ss -0.53 w,ss -0.09 0.11

Punishment 1.00 www,sss 0.17 -0.08 0.42 0.75 1.42 www,ss 1.42 www,ss 1.75 www,sss 2.17 www,sss

Average bb b bbb bbb bb,d bbb,dd

minimum-effort Disapproval 0.48 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58

change b b b

Baseline 0.08 0.25 0.25 0.00 -0.25 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00

Punishment 0.54 0.33 0.50 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58

Fraction of groups bbb bb bb bb bb b

with an average- Disapproval 0.36 0.42 0.58 0.67 0.42 0.17 0.17 0.25 0.25

effort increase bb bb bbb b

Baseline 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.25

Punishment 0.45 0.33 0.17 0.42 0.42 0.50 0.50 0.58 0.67

Fraction of groups bb,d b bb,d bb b,dd bbb,dd

with a minimum- Disapproval 0.24 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17

effort increase

Baseline 0.06 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00

The “w”, “t” and “s” superscripts denote a significant difference across stages or across a round-pair (see the top row), using

an appropriate ordered probit Wald test, t-test, and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively. The “b” resp. “d” symbols

denote a significant difference across stages or across a round-pair between the treatment directly above the symbol, using

an appropriate ordered probit Wald test (in the first and third blocks) or Mann-Whitney U test (in the second and fourth

blocks). Significance levels are 1%, 5% resp. 10% for three, two resp. one superscripts or symbols of a kind in a given cell.

Table 2: Between-stage and between-round effort changes in each treatment

(block 3), or on the fraction of groups with a minimum effort increase (block 4).

In most cases, these analyses support the fact that Punishment at the end of Stage

2 leads to a significant increase in efficiency, unparalleled in the other treatments.

Disapproval tends to yield significant gains in efficiency only temporarily since these

gains seem to vanish and lose significance by the end of Stage 2.

Overall, the results yield a consistent picture. Baseline replicates the typical find-

ings in the literature on experimental Pareto-ranked games, namely gradual con-

vergence to low-efficiency coordination and a very small and temporary efficiency

improvement in the restart stage. Both Disapproval and Punishment bring about

substantial efficiency gains following the restart, but only in Punishment does this
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positive effect persist throughout the restart stage and becomes stronger over time

in terms of the outcome of the game, i.e., minimum effort. The strong positive

effect of Punishment vis-a-vis the other treatments is evident not only in the plain

between-subject comparison in Stage 2, but especially in the tighter within-subject

and within-group comparison of efficiency gains between stages. Voluntary monetary

sanctions in Punishment hence seem capable of persistently increasing coordination

efficiency levels, even in groups that previously converged to very inefficient coordi-

nation outcomes. By contrast, the effect of ex post cheap talk in Disapproval does

not seem strong enough to stabilize coordination at a substantially higher efficiency

level compared to Baseline.

3.2 Punishment and disapproval behavior

We next ask what kind of punishment behavior, and perhaps to a lesser extent

what kind of disapproval behavior, may drive the observed coordination outcomes.

In Punishment, 657 points are assigned overall – 80 percent in the first half of Stage

2 – inflicting a total cost of 65.7 euros on the punishers and 131.4 euros on the

punished (i.e., about 9 percent of punishment points were not actually implemented

because they would have decreased a punished subject’s round payoff to below zero).

Figure 4 shows that the percentages of punishers and punished start off at 44 and 53

percent, respectively, and both percentages decline gradually to just nine percent in

the final round. Each punisher initially assigns four points on average. This figure

declines gradually to below two points in the penultimate round and then jumps

back to four points in the final round.

In Disapproval, 12,766 points are assigned overall – 45 percent in the first half of

Stage 2 – which is almost 20 times higher than in Punishment. The percentage of

disapprovers starts off at 73 percent and is still at 54 percent at the end, while the

percentage of disapproved begins at 61 percent and eventually reaches 82 percent.

Each disapprover initially assigns 17 points on average, and this figure steadily rises

to eventually reach 37 points, rather close to the maximum of 42 points. Thus

disapproval is much more widespread than punishment and the gap widens over

time.
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Figure 4: Punishment and disapproval points assignment

punished subject’s effort level Row

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 total

1 3.2 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 4.7

punisher’s or 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 3.7 4.6 0.8 0.3 0 0 0 9.3

disapprover’s 4 5.5 2.9 5.0 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.9 15.4

5 3.5 1.5 2.0 3.0 0.2 0.5 0 10.7

effort level 6 1.5 0.6 1.4 5.3 4.0 0.2 0.2 13.1

7 19.6 1.2 6.5 11.9 2.9 3.5 1.2 46.9

Col. Total 37.0 10.8 15.7 21.8 7.2 4.3 3.3 657 pts

disapproved subject’s effort level Row

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 total

49.9 2.8 1.6 0.3 0.4 0 0.4 55.5

6.8 3.2 1.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.2 12.0

3.4 1.7 2.0 0.7 0.5 0.0 0.3 8.6

1.5 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 3.4

1.7 0.6 1.4 0.7 0.2 0 0 4.6

0 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0 0.5

6.2 1.0 3.7 1.9 1.4 0.8 0.3 15.3

69.6 9.9 11.7 4.3 2.8 0.9 1.3 12,766 pts

Table 3: Percentage of points assigned in Punishment and Disapproval

Table 3 displays the distribution of punishment and disapproval points, aggregated

across Stage 2, conditional on effort choices of the subjects by whom and to whom the

points were assigned in any given round. In Punishment, punishers assign 90 percent

of points to group members with a lower effort than theirs, i.e., the assigned points

appear below the main diagonal. The most populated bottom-left cell contains

points of punishers with effort level 7 assigned to subjects with effort level 1. As could

be expected, punishment points are mainly targeted at “shirkers” (i.e., subjects with

the lowest effort in the group). The second-order public good problem is typically

present since most points are assigned by few group members (not always those with

the highest effort); other members seemingly prefer to instead signal their desire to

raise efficiency by choosing a high effort level.

In Disapproval, only 35 percent of points are assigned by disapprovers to group

members with a lower effort than theirs. The main reason for this much lower
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percentage compared to Punishment is that half of all disapproval points are as-

signed from shirkers to other shirkers choosing the same effort level 1. These points

are assigned in two-thirds of Disapproval groups that converge to the least efficient

equilibrium, mostly in the last rounds when the groups had already reached or al-

most reached the equilibrium. Even if one leaves out this rather special category of

disapproval behavior, disapproval points are generally less consistently targeted at

shirkers compared to Punishment, especially towards the end where group coordi-

nation outcomes are more or less settled.

3.3 Welfare

The fact that Punishment leads to higher efficiency does not guarantee that welfare

– defined here in a restricted way as a subject’s total payoff – is improved: the losses

due to punishment (to both parties involved) may exceed efficiency gains in the stage

game. Figure 5 shows for each treatment the evolution of average payoff as a fraction

of the maximum achievable payoff (i.e., 2.60 euros per subject achieved if everyone

chose the highest effort level 7 in a given round). In Punishment, we distinguish

between payoff in the stage game and profit, i.e., the payoff minus punishment

costs (more precisely, the cost of punishing and being punished). For the other

treatments, payoff and profit are obviously equal. Starting off at about 40 percent

in all treatments, the average payoff rises throughout Stage 1 to eventually reach

60 percent in Disapproval, 58 in Baseline and 54 in Punishment. The upward trend

and the magnitude of the average payoff for all treatments reflect the improving

individual coordination on mostly inefficient equilibria.

In Stage 2, the average payoff in Baseline initially rises slightly above the level

reached at the end of Stage 1 and then stays at that level. This reflects that in-

dividual and collective outcomes in Baseline remain at, or quickly return to those

attained at the end of Stage 1. The average payoff in Punishment and Disapproval

initially drops substantially to slightly above the initial round 1 level, subsequently

rising steadily and surpassing the Baseline average payoff in the second half of

Stage 2. The initial drop is due to the extensive attempts in both treatments to

raise efficiency, with negative consequences for individual coordination outcomes.

The subsequent upward trend in average payoff stems from the gradual individual
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Figure 5: Payoffs and profits per round and treatment

coordination improvements as well as from about half the groups in Punishment and

two groups in Disapproval improving their collective coordination outcomes.

Figure 5 further shows that at the beginning of Stage 2, the average profit in Pun-

ishment is only at 30 percent of the maximum achievable payoff and 17 percentage

points below the average payoff. Clearly, the welfare consequences of punishment

are considerable. They seem to decrease over time as both the average payoff and

average profit eventually reach about 70 percent, which is higher compared to Dis-

approval and Baseline. Nonetheless, the across-treatment welfare differences at the

end of Stage 2 are minor compared to the efficiency (i.e., effort) differences observed

in Figures 1 and 2. Indeed, the Mann-Whitney U test suggests that average payoff

is significantly higher in Punishment compared to Baseline in the final round 16

(p < 0.05), while other across-treatment differences are not significant. When in-

cluding the cost of punishment, profit is significantly lower in Punishment compared

to Baseline in the first two rounds of Stage 2 (p < 0.10 in round 9; p < 0.01 in round

10) but significantly higher in the final round 16 (p < 0.10). Results from t-tests in

OLS estimation lead to similar conclusions.7
7As for the effort-choice comparisons in section 3.2, we regress individual payoffs on treatment

dummies interacted with a stage dummy or round dummies. The estimations are based on a panel
of 256 subjects with 16 rounds of payoffs each. As above, we use the cluster-robust estimator of
variance allowing for intra-group correlation of observations. Other estimation details are identical
to the estimation for effort choice changes.
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Treatment Stage 1-2 Round 1-9 Round 2-10Round 3-11 Round 4-12Round 5-13 Round 6-14Round 7-15 Round 8-16

Punishment 8.07 tt,ss 5.93 t -1.60 2.96 3.13 11.94 tt,ss 10.18 tt,ss 13.70 ttt,sss 18.35 ttt,sss

(payoff) bb bb bbb,dd

Average Punishment -0.46 -10.82 tt,ss -17.03 ttt,ss -8.61 -5.49 6.61 6.21 11.18 ttt,sss 14.30 tt,ss

payoff (profit) bbb,dd bbb,ddd b bbb

change (in p.p.) Disapproval 4.49 7.21 4.33 -1.44 3.21 6.33 s 5.77 s 5.37 ss 5.13

Baseline 6.31 ttt,ss 16.71 tt 16.83 ttt,ss 5.41 -0.72 2.52 tt,ss 4.09 tt,ss 6.49 s -0.84

Punishment 0.73 0.67 0.58 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.75 0.75 0.83

(payoff) b bb b,dd bbb,dd

Fraction of groups Punishment 0.53 0.33 0.17 0.42 0.58 0.58 0.67 0.75 0.75

with an average- (profit) bbb,d bbb,dd b,dd bbb,d

payoff increase Disapproval 0.50 0.58 0.58 0.50 0.58 0.50 0.42 0.50 0.33
b

Baseline 0.55 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.25 0.50 0.63 0.38 0.00

The “t” and “s” superscripts denote a significant difference across stages or across a round-pair (see the top row), using an

appropriate t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively. The “b” resp. “d” symbols denote a significant difference

across stages or across a round-pair between the treatment directly above the symbol and Baseline resp. Disapproval, using

a t-test (in the first block), or Mann-Whitney U test (in the second block). Significance levels are 1%, 5% and 10% for

three, two and one superscripts or symbols of a kind in a given cell.

Table 4: Between-stage and between-round welfare changes in each treatment

The first block of results in Table 4 displays payoff changes (i.e., welfare gains and

losses) between Stages 1 and 2. From about the same level of 52-54 percent of the

maximum achievable payoff in Stage 1, average payoff in Stage 2 increases by 8.07

percentage points (0.21 euros) in Punishment, 4.49 percentage points (0.12 euro) in

Disapproval, and 6.31 percentage points (0.16 euro) in Baseline. The overall wel-

fare gains in Punishment and Baseline are significant by both the t-test described

above and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. In Punishment, the overall profit (in-

cluding punishment costs) decreases insignificantly by 0.5 percentage points (0.01

euro). Because of high punishment costs, Punishment initially features relatively

large profit decreases that are significant in the first two round-pairs. The pattern

eventually reverses: In the last four round-pairs, the welfare gains in Punishment

reach over 10 percentage points and are significant by the t-test as well as the

Wilcoxon signed-rank test applied to groups’ average payoffs. Disapproval generally

features small welfare gains throughout, while Baseline features large and significant

welfare gains in the first two round-pairs.
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The second block in Table 4 complements the first one by displaying the fraction of

groups with an average payoff increase (i.e., welfare gain) between stages. The figures

tend to confirm the general picture from the first block. Initially, the treatment

effect between Punishment and Baseline and between Punishment and Disapproval

is significantly negative, at least in the first two round-pairs. However, in the last

two round-pairs, the welfare gains are significantly higher in Punishment.

4 Concluding remarks

On a general note, our data reveal that, first, Punishment fosters efficiency in a

robust and stable way, both in comparison to Stage 1 and to the other treatments

in Stage 2, whereas Disapproval seems to have only a transient and limited effect.

Second, this seems to be achieved by a rather substantial initial incidence of volun-

tary sanctions imposed mainly by high-effort players on low-effort ones. Third, the

efficiency gains associated with introducing the sanctioning mechanism are initially

negative (partly due to the high punishment costs) but ultimately turn out signif-

icantly positive. Hence after the initial episode of miscoordination and adjustment

to the new conditions, and “coordination costs” incurred by using the sanctions, the

sanctions can substantially improve coordination outcomes.

Our findings raise several issues. First, our results suggest that communication

– more precisely, ex post disapproval communication – may not be a strong enough

efficiency-enhancing coordination device in particularly adverse conditions, such as

when there are large groups, anonymous actions, or a history of inefficient coordi-

nation. By contrast, punishment opportunities seem more powerful under the same

conditions, despite the fact that they imply a monetary cost to their user, unlike

cost-free disapproval. In this sense, our findings resemble the effect of punishment

found in cooperation games, thus possibly contributing to an explanation of why

efficient coordination arises in real economic settings.

A related methodological point would be that it may generally be more appro-

priate to test the (relative) power of efficiency-enhancing coordination devices after

allowing for a history of low-efficiency coordination, as has been demonstrated in co-

operation settings (e.g., Fehr and Gaechter, 2000). In coordination settings such as
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ours, the reasons for doing so are even more pronounced due to a possibly stronger

path-dependence typically observed in coordination games. Without initially al-

lowing for a low-efficiency coordination, a rather mild initial nudge provided by an

otherwise weak coordination device may be sufficient to improve efficiency and to

sustain it. Hence the relative strength of different mechanisms may be hard to assess,

since small and not easily observed differences in initial conditions, e.g. subject’s

expectations, may have a great empirical impact.

Finally, we suggest a future line of research about the effect of punishment oppor-

tunities in more general coordination games, i.e., not Pareto-ranked coordination

games. If the motive for punishment is purely instrumental (inducing others to

raise their effort) or based on group-level reciprocity, it is possible that sanction-

ing opportunities may improve the stability of an arbitrary equilibrium: if players

who occasionally or randomly deviate from an equilibrium face retaliation and its

consequences, such deviations may become less frequent. Deviations, even if only

erroneous, are made much more costly than in the absence of such punishment.

This may have interesting consequences for the formation of conventions or social

norms and their decentralized enforcement – a question critical to economics in many

respects (Knack and Keefer, 1997) – even though the roots of their transgression

may not actually be malevolent or ill-intended. The specific conditions under which

informal sanctions help coordination at a broader level are of course an empirical

question.
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